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FOREWORD

Foreword

• Linguistic Interfaces;

• assuming classical Morrisian tripartition, we investigate

relationship syntax and semantics,

relationship semantics and pragmatics.

• Carnap’s Abstraction approach,

syntax independent from semantics,

semantics independent from pragmatics.

• In this course, we focus on the relationship between syntax and logic (i.e. the formal
component of semantics).

Foreword

• In this course, we argue that syntax and logic are interconnected,

i.e. Logicality of Language Hypothesis,

showing that contradictions and tautologies are excluded from the language on account
of their logical status.

• In addition, we favor a pragmatic interpretation of

Logicality of Language Hypothesis,

so that for us logic also includes pragmatic considerations;

the contextual modulation of nonlogical expressions in taken into account.
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Foreword

• Philosophically, radicalization of Wittgenstein on limiting sayable to contingencies;

• Logical propositions (i.e. contradictions or tautologies) lack sense [sind sinnlos] are
always true or always false,

i.e. do not subdivide possible worlds in true-worlds and false-worlds.

• But for Wittgenstein, logical propositions are well-formed;

we argue that some of them are also ill-formed.
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CAPITOLO 1
INTRODUCTION

Introduction: Syntax: structures qua forms

• Language science involves a tripartition (cf. Morris, Carnap):

Syntax, structures qua forms;

Semantics, structures qua contents;

Pragmatics, structures qua acts.

• Syntax, in particular, determines well-formedness;

it studies combination of lexical primitives in possible sentences;

it is then seen as rules of formation [Formregeln].

• In Abstraction approach (e.g. Carnap), Syntax independent of semantic and pragmatic
considerations;

even with some correlation (interpretability and grammaticality).

Introduction: Semantics: structures qua contents

• Semantics, in particular, assigns meaning to sentences.

• Expressing a meaning is conveying a representational content, via generation of truth-
conditions;

content is a proposition, which mediates between sentences and its truth-conditions;

a proposition is the set of possible worlds in which the associated truth-conditions are
satisfied.

• Possible worlds are consistent: Any informative sentence provides a complete subdivi-
sion.

• In Abstraction approach, Semantics assigns meaning independently from pragmatic
considerations;

propositions determined without contextual information,

except for coordinates vs. intentions;

for some, also constrained modulation.
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Introduction: Semantics: structures qua contents

• Semantic analysis is connected to logical analysis;

knowing the meaning of a sentence involves knowing entailment relations.

(1) Some good riddles are hard to solve.
a. Some riddles are hard to solve.
b. No good riddle is hard to solve.
c. All good riddles are hard to solve.

• Consequently, semantics involves determining logical form, i.e. ignore nonlogical ex-
pressions (‘table’ vs. ‘and’).

(2) [some n1n2 are n3]
a. [some n2 are n3]
b. [no n1n2 is n3]
c. [all n1n2 are n3]

Introduction: Pragmatics; structures qua acts

• Pragmatics, in particular, investigates meaning in context.

• Within Pragmatics, mainly two processes:

1. Propositional (i.e. linguistically-triggered or constrained meaning modification of lexi-
cal expressions), first-level processes.

2. Post-propositional (i.e. Grice’s implicatures; conversational inferences arising from
sentence meaning), second-level processes.
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CAPITOLO 2
THE TRADITIONAL VIEW OF THE SYNTAX/LOGIC

INTERFACE

Syntax: structures qua forms

• In this part, we focus on the Abstraction approach concerning the syntax/logic interfa-
ce.

• We mentioned that the Abstraction approach can be reconciled even with a view in
which syntax and semantics are correlated.

• In this part, we then focus on the details of this correlation;

then, we focus on a natural consequence of the correlation,

i.e. the irrelevance of logical propositions for syntactic formation.

Syntax: structures qua forms

• Let us then focus on the idea of a correlation.

• “Aim” of Syntax is the exclusion of structures with no meaning.

• Various traditions, in philosophy and in linguistics; e.g. Husserl: nonsensical structures
[Unsinnig] (Syntax as rules to avoid nonsense)

• In what follows, we discuss the idea of a correlation,

then, we illustrate an idea of nonsense as deriving from bad composition (i.e. compo-
sition of semantically incompatible terms).

Syntax: structures qua forms

• Husserl: having a meaning as a necessary condition (i.e. as “implicit”) for sententiality;

but having no meaning is intended by Husserl as a violation of an “ideal logicality” of
the language,

in other words, violation is not due to inability to correctly represent the world.
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Syntax: structures qua forms

• Montague: interpretability and grammaticality completely coincide;

syntax generates the structures that can have truth-conditions;

in the formulation of the theory of syntax, then, we have to take into account semantic
considerations, limited to the conditions to produce a meaning.

• Cf. also Carnap.

Syntax: structures qua forms

• Let us consider now “bad composition”.

• Husserl: having “unitary” meaning is needed;

nonsense emerges from the combination of individually meaningful but collectivelly
nonrepresenting expressions;

meaning categories:

nonsense from substitution of semantically incompatible categories

(3) a is similar to b

(4) *a is horse to be

(5) *this round or,

Syntax: structures qua forms

• type-driven semantics (cf. Klein and Sag); nonsense emerges from structures that vio-
late functional application;

not in the domain of J K.

(6) *Il profondamente dorme

(7) *Ann laughed Jan.
a. [ n1,e (n2,t)]

(8) *It is not the case that greeted Ann.

a. [it is not the case that<t,t> (n<e,t>)]

• Thus, Syntax and Semantics are interconnected in the sense that what can is excluded
(i.e. ungrammatical) is what cannot be assigned truth-conditions (i.e. uninterpretable).

Syntax: structures qua forms

• Even if connected, independent modules;

Syntax excludes what expresses no meaning;

then, properties of meaning are irrelevant,

i.e. they cannot motivate exclusion of a structure.
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• Contradictions and tautologies are interpretable, so they are grammatical, and accepta-
ble.

• For Husserl, since “ideally” well-formed, senseful;

they are, however, coutersense, for they, while representing, do not represent anything
true.

• Rules of avoiding countersense

vs.

• Rules of avoiding nonsense.

• enunciati falsi vs. falsi enunciati (cf. Blanché).

(9) φ(φx)

(10) ∼.φ(φx)

• first is not a contradition; second would be admissible.

• For our discussion, tautologies are similarly uninformative;

tautologies always true;

contradictions always false;

• nothing contingent expressed.

(11) It did and did not rain at the same time and place.

a. [it did n1 and did not n1 at the same time and place ]

(12) If John is wrong, then he is wrong.

(13) War is war.

• formal analyticities [formalen Widersinn].

• functional vocabulary; demarcaters.

• e.g. identity predicate vs. contingent predicates.

• logical triviality, truth-value constant for (uniform) substitution of all nonlogical mate-
rial.

• Material countersense.

(14) Questa tavola rotonda è quadrata.

a. [this n1,<e,t>n2,<e,t> is n3,<e,t> ]

(15) This is a round quadrangle.
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• triviality, truth-value constant for (uniform) substitution of at least one nonlogical
expression.

(16) Questa tavola rotonda è quadrata.

(17) Questa lavagna rotonda è quadrata.

(18) The man Caius is mortal.

(19) The man Titus is mortal.

• triviality, truth-value constant for (uniform) substitution of at least one nonlogical
expression.

• logical triviality, truth-value constant for (uniform) substitution of all nonlogical ex-
pressions.

• nonlogical triviality, truth-value constant for (uniform) substitution of not all nonlogi-
cal expressions.

• individual neutrality (cf. van Benthem, Tarski):

‘Italian’ vs. ‘=’.

• permutation in the domain of Europeans: e.g. Mattarella vs. Steinmeier.

(20) My toothbrush is pregnant.

(21) La sincerità ha picchiato Leo.

• not in the domain of function; uninterpretable (similar to other cases);

• selectional restrictions (presuppositions) of predicates; never a TV; source is presup-
position (different from other cases);

• restrictions as pragmatic; infelicity.

(22) John is sometimes tall.

(23) Understanding is not a table.

(24) *It is not the case that greeted Jan.

(25) It is raining and it is not raining.

(26) This round table is squared.

(27) My toothbrush is pregnant.

(28) Understanding is not a table.

(29) John is sometimes tall.

(30) A smartest professor was drunk.
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CAPITOLO 3
AGAINST THE TRADITIONAL VIEW OF THE

SYNTAX/LOGIC INTERFACE

Logicality

• In what follows, we oppose separation syntax (i.e. rules to exclude nonsense) from lo-
gic (i.e. rules to exclude countersense) (cf. Gajewski; Gajewski; Chierchia; Chierchia;
Del Pinal);

enunciati (sempre) falsi (o sempre veri) are falsi enunciati.

• Opposition to the separation can be understood as (cf. Chierchia (2013)’s final page):

1. Countersense contains nonsense;

cscscscscscscscscscscscscscscscscs

nsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsan

nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsns

nsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsun

Fig. 1.Fig. 1.Fig. 1.Fig. 1.Fig. 1.Fig. 1.Fig. 1.Fig. 1.Fig. 1.Fig. 1.Fig. 1.Fig. 1.Fig. 1.Fig. 1.Fig. 1.Fig. 1.Fig. 1.

2. Nonsense contains countersense;

nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsns nsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsan

cscscscscscscscscscscscscscscscscs

csacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacc

Fig. 2.Fig. 2.Fig. 2.Fig. 2.Fig. 2.Fig. 2.Fig. 2.Fig. 2.Fig. 2.Fig. 2.Fig. 2.Fig. 2.Fig. 2.Fig. 2.Fig. 2.Fig. 2.Fig. 2.

3. Nonsense is intersected with countersense;

nsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsunnsun nsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsannsan csacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacccsacc

cscscscscscscscscscscscscscscscscsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsns

Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.Fig. 3.
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• Evidence from exceptives:

(31) *Some students but John smoke.

• Evidence from indefinites:

(32) *There are any cookies left

• Evidence from definiteness effect:

(33) *There is every curious student.

• Other evidence: from negative islands:

(34) *Mary is taller than no other student is.

• Other evidence: from telic and atelic eventualities:

(35) *John pushed the bike in 5 minutes.

Exceptives, or but-sentences (cf. von Fintel 1993; cf. also Gajewski 2008).

• Restriction on quantifiers.

• Observation:

interaction between exceptives (e.g. except, but) and strong (e.g. universal) quantifiers
is acceptable;

interaction between exceptives (e.g. except, but) and weak (e.g. existential) quantifiers
is unacceptable.

(36) Every student but John attended the meeting.

(37) No student but John attended the meeting.

(38) ??Some students but John attended the meeting

• Empirical asymmetry is explained based on general properties of quantifiers;

analysis shows that structures differ logically, in that only (38) is contradictory.

Analysis of the acceptable case

(39) EveryD studentA but JohnC attended the meetingP

• Option 1, intuitively:

Exceptive’s contribution is the subtraction of John from the set of students; the set of
students contains Ann, Bill and John.

Formally:

JbutK(C)(A)(D)(P) = 1 iff D(A - C)(P) = 1

• It is discussed that analysis is insufficient:

• every is left downward entailing:
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(40) Every student is happy.

(41) →Every philosophy student is happy.

• Since [student - John and Ann] is a subset of [students - John], the following entailment
is predicted; since this is however unobserved, we want to block the entailment:

(42) Every student but John attended.

(43) /→ Every student but John and Ann attended.

• Option 2, adds condition:

Exceptive’s contribution is subtraction of John from the set of students; it also imposes
that the complement of the exceptive be the smallest set that makes the sentence true.

Formally:

JbutK(C)(A)(D)(P) = 1 iff D(A - C)(P) = 1, ∀S [D(A - S)(P) = 1 → C ⊆ S]

• Following entailment is now excluded via leastness condition, i.e. [John and Jill] (i.e.
S) is not a subset of [John].

(44) Every student but John attended.

(45) /→ Every student but John and Jill attended.

Analysis of the unacceptable case

(46) ?? SomeD studentsA but JohnC smokeP

• some is left upward monotone:

(47) Some philosophy students are happy

(48) → Some students are happy

• Since [students - John] is a subset of [students], the following entailment is predicted;
this shows that the leastness condition is unsatisfiable: you can simply take out nothing
(i.e. a smaller exception) and sentence still true:

(49) Some students but John smoke.

(50) → Some students smoke.

• Without looking at the facts of the world, sentence is false. Is this the source for its
deviance?

Indefinites (cf. Chierchia (2013); cf. also Krifka (1995))

• Focus on ungrammatical (51).

(51) ??There are any cookies left

(52) There aren’t any cookies left

• Polarity item ‘any’ as alternative-generation element with lexical constraints;

this sometimes (i.e. crucially, in upward entailing environments) generates contradic-
tions,

which explains ungrammaticality of (51).
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Analysis of any-sentences

• Focus on contrast between (53) and (54).

(53) I do not like republicans

(54) I do not like any republican

• Difference is in emphasis: same content, different force.

• ‘any’ associated with stronger alternatives, i.e. with (56);

these are negated provided result is compatible with base construction, i.e. with (55)).

(55) ¬∃ x ∈ D [republican (x) ∧ I like (x)]

(56) {¬∃ x ∈ D’ [republican (x) ∧ I like (x)]: D’ ⊆ D}

• But in this case negation is incompatible

thus, content remains the same with manipulation of alternatives, whence emphasis.

Analysis of any-sentences: The grammatical case

(57) There aren’t any cookies left

• Negation of stronger alternatives, i.e. of (59), incompatible with base construction, i.e.
with (58):

(58) ¬∃ ∈ D [cookies (x) ∧ left (x)]

(59) {¬∃ ∈ D’ [cookies (x) ∧ left (x)]: D’ ⊆ D}

• Thus, same as before, content does not change with respect to case without indefinite,
i.e. (60),

for no alternative gets negated,

(60) There aren’t cookies left

• However, manipulation again results in emphatic effect.

Analysis of any-sentences: The ungrammatical case

(61) ??There are any cookies left

• Negation of stronger alternatives, i.e. of (63), compatible with base construction, i.e.
with (62):

(62) ∃ ∈ D [cookies (x) ∧ left (x)]

(63) {∃ ∈ D’ [cookies (x) ∧ left (x)]: D’ ⊆ D}

• Thus, this time alternatives can be negated,

and a different in content is expected to be observed.

• This is a contradictory content:

construction says: there are cookies in D but there are no cookies in all subsets D’ of
D,

e.g. cookies in the household but no cookies in the kitchen, in the living room, in
bathroom...
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Evidence from definiteness effect (cf. Barwise and Cooper (1981))

The adverbial particle there in English.

• Observation:

Interaction with existentials is grammatical;

Interaction with universals is unacceptable (here, ungrammatical).

(64) There are some curious students

(65) ??There is every curious student

• Explain asymmetry!

Standard analysis shows: (64) and (65) syntactically similar but differ logically, i.e.

(65) is analytic, i.e. tautologous, provides information which is vacuously true.

• Observation (refined):

Acceptable with “weak” (intersective) quantifiers;

Unacceptable with “strong” (non-intersective) quantifiers.

Det. intersective iff for all R, P ⊆ De, P ∈ [Q](R) iff P ∈ [Q](R ∩ P). Some students
are Italian iff Some Italian students are Italian. All students are Italian iff All Ita-
lian students are Italian - true in different circumstances (righthand is always true).
REFINE.

(66) There is more than one student

(67) There is no student

(68) ??There is the student

(69) ??There are most students

• We observed a “Definiteness effect in there-sentences”.

Idea is that the underlying generalization can be captured semantically, i.e.

restriction in the distribution depends on logical considerations. Del Pinal, p. 5.

• Consider again the grammatical case in (70).

(70) There are some curious students

• It contributes: there are some curious students in the domain of individuals in the
model, De

JsomeK(curious students)(De)

• Assume Conservativity, whereby:

JDK(A)(B) iff JDK(A)(A ∩ B)

e.g. JsomeK(student)(italian) iff JsomeK(student)(student ∩ italian)

(71) a. Some students are Italian
b. Some students are Italian students
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• From Conservativity:

JsomeK(curious students)(De) = JsomeK(curious students)(curious students ∩ De)

• Since, (curious students) ⊆ De, we derive: intersection between A and B, when A in B,
is A;

JsomeK(curious students)(curious students)

What this says is:

(curious students) ∩ (curious students) ≠ ∅,

which is true depending on the existence of curious students,

• i.e. it is not analytic.

• Consider again the ungrammatical case in (72).

(72) ??There is every curious student

• It contributes: there is every curious student in the domain of individuals in the model,
De

JeveryK(curious students)(De)

• Assume again Conservativity, whereby:

JDK(A)(B) iff JDK(A)(A ∩ B)

e.g. JeveryK(student)(italian) iff JeveryK(student)(student ∩ italian)

(73) a. Every student is Italian
b. Every student is an Italian student

• From Conservativity,

JeveryK(curious students)(De) = JeveryK(curious students)(curious students ∩ De).

• Since (curious student) ⊆ De, we derive:

JeveryK(curious students)(curious students).

What this says is:

(curious students) ⊆ (curious students),

which is always true (including if there are no curious students)

• i.e. it is analytic, true irrespective of the facts of the world.

• Note finally that it holds in general for (positive here, but also negative) strong quanti-
fiers that, for every model M and A ⊆ De, then, if JDK(A) is defined, JDK(A)(A) = 1. So
the other cases are explained similarly.
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CAPITOLO 4
REFINING LOGICALITY

• In previous discussion, trivialities as ungrammatical;

intersection between nonsense and countersense.

• Philosophically, recall Husserl independence from objectual aspects;

we developed as independence from informativity (including ⊺).

• If nonsense and countersense intersected, then language sensitive to informativity - to
what can provide contingent truths.

But note that both acc. and unacc. trivialities “say nothing” (Wittgenstein) - they are
both logically trivial; logical triviality, truth-value constant for (uniform) substitution
of all nonlogical material:

(74) It is raining and it is not raining.

(75) *Some students but John smoke

• Something more is needed than just classical uninformativity - a new, more specific
definition?

• In this part of the course, two possible refinements:

1. skeleton approach (cf. Gajewski 2002, 2009);

a different (“natural”) logic; skeletons - “radically indifferent” to lexical items; gram-
matical triviality (arbitrary);

natural (say nothing in a linguistic sense, against more austere representations).

2. modulated logical forms (cf. Del Pinal 2019, 2021).

a classical logic; modulated logical forms; grammatical triviality (rescale);

pragmatic (say nothing in a pragmatic sense, we cannot made them say something via
modulation).
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The skeleton approach

• It appears more compatible with generative paradigm: computational; even less refe-
rential semantics.

• The new definition: Grammatical triviality: truth-value constant for (arbitrary) substi-
tution of all nonlogical expressions;

it includes cases in which two occurrences of same lexical item, substituted by occur-
rences of different items.

• Restriction: acceptable logical trivialities are not grammatically trivial; unacceptable
logical trivialities are grammatically trivial.

(76) It did and did not rain at the same time and place. (Mill, 1878, p. 97)

a. It did and did not snow at the same time and place.
b. It rained and did not snow at the same time and place.

(77) A man is both alive and not alive. (Mill, 1878, p. 97)

a. A man is both tall and not tall.
b. A man is both alive and not tall.

(78) If John is wrong, then he is wrong. (Del Pinal, 2019, p. 3)

a. If John is right, then he is right.
b. If John is wrong, then he is sad.

(79) War is war. (Grice, 1989, p. ...)

a. Politics is politics.
b. War is politics.

(80) *Some students but John smoke

(81) Some students but John study. ??

(82) Some smokers but John smoke. ??

• Different terms;

Logical skeletons from logical forms: identify nonlogical items; replace them with
distinct variables (suitable type);

(83) It did and did not rain.
a. [it did n1,<e,t,> and did not n2,<e,t,>]

(84) *Some students but John attended the meeting.
a. [some [n1,<e,t> [but n2,<e,t>]] n3,<e,t>]

• First has informative interpretation; second’s skeleton already sufficient to establish
contradictoriness.

• Can we ignore co-occurrence?

(85) *Some students but John attended the meeting.
a. [[some [n1,<e,t> - n2,<e,t>] n3,<e,t>] and not [some n1,<e,t> n3,<e,t>]]

(86) *There are any cookies left (Chierchia, 2013, p. 42)

a. skeleton: exh[there are any P Q]
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b. prejacent: [there are P Q ∈ D]
c. alternatives: [there are P Q ∈ D’ ∣ D’ ⊆ D]
d. desired content: [there are Pi Qm ∈ D] ∧ ¬ [there are Pi Qm ∈ D’]
e. possible content: [there are Pi Qm ∈ D] ∧ ¬ [there are Pj Qn ∈ D’]

• Against an “exotic” system;

(87) *Some students but John smoke (von Fintel, 1993, p. ...)

a. [student - {j} ∩ smoke ≠ ∅] ∧ [student ∩ smoke = ∅]

(88) Alice or Bob smokes, and it is not the case that Alice or Bob or John smokes.
(Pistoia-Reda and San Mauro, 2021, p. ...)

a. [⋁x∈student - {j} P(x)] ∧ ¬ [⋁x∈studentP(x)]

The rescale approach

• A pragmatic (linguistically less conservative; philosophically, more conservative) pro-
cedure.

• rescale in logical forms; strengthening; modulated logical form.

(89) {x: R+c (P)(x)} ⊆ {x: (P)(x)}
(90) {x: R+c′ (P)(x)} ⊆ {x: R+c (P)(x)} ⊆ {x: (P)(x)}

(91) Ann wants to meet a bachelor. (Carston, 2002, p. 27)

(92) Lisa vuole conoscere qualche scapolo. (Bianchi, 2009, p. 141)

a. [Lisa vuole conoscere qualche R+c (scapolo)]
b. Lisa vuole conoscere qualche scapolo e.g. eterosessuale.

(93) Something’s happened. (Carston, 2002, p. 181)

(94) È successo qualcosa. (Bianchi, 2009, p. 142)

a. [È successo R+c (qualcosa)]
b. È successo qualcosa e.g. di grave.

• New definitions:

grammatical trivialityprag, truth-value constant for every modulation of all nonlogical
expressions;

trivialityprag, truth-value constant for vacuos modulation of all nonlogical expressions
(i.e. literally).

(95) It is raining and it is not raining.

a. i. It is raining and it is not R+c (raining)
ii. It is raining and it is not raining e.g. heavily

b. i. It is R+c (raining) and it is not raining
ii. *It is raining e.g. heavily and it is not raining

(96) *Some students b John smoke
a. i. Some R+c (students) except John smoke

ii. *Some e.g. philosophy students except John smoke.
b. i. Some students except John R+c (smoke)
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ii. Some students except John e.g. smoke cigarettes.

• Possible modulations; weakening.

(97) {x: (P)(x)} ⊆ {x: R−c (P)(x)}
(98) {x: (P)(x)} ⊆ {x: R−c (P)(x)} ⊆ {x: R−c′ (P)(x)}

(99) France is hexagonal. (Carston, 2002, p. 41)

(100) La Francia è esagonale. (Bianchi, 20–, esempio 26)

a. [La Francia è R−c (esagonale)]
b. La Francia è e.g. approssimativamente esagonale.

(101) This steak is raw. (Carston, 2002, p. 41)

(102) Questa bistecca è cruda. (Bianchi, 2009, p. 143)

a. [Questa bistecca è R−c (cruda)]
b. Questa bistecca è e.g. quasi cruda.

• Weakening rescale is needed to rescue (only?) lexical analyticities.

(103) a. It is raining and it is not raining at the same time and place.
b. It is raining and it is not R−c (raining)
c. *It is raining and e.g. there is no atmospheric event

(104) a. It is raining and it is not raining at the same time and place.
b. It is R−c (raining) and it is not raining
c. There is some atmospheric event and it is not raining.

(105) a. This round table is square
b. This round table is R+c (square)
c. *This round table is e.g. perfectly square

(106) a. This round table is square
b. This round table is R−c (square)
c. This round table is e.g. approximately square

• Expressing analyticities

(107) Donald is totally irrational. He believes that he will both win and not win the race.
(Del Pinal, 2021, p. 20)

(108) John believes that it is raining and it is not raining; therefore he has inconsistent
beliefs. (Abrusán et al., 2019, p. 342)

Pragmatic perspectives

• The acceptability of analyticities used to declare the “illogicality of language” (CF.
Chierchia and McConnell-Ginet (2000));

• Relatedly, Croce (1905) argues that language is unscientific, i.e.

cannot be the subject of rational investigation,

because it admits contradictions, i.e.

logically (thus, epistemically) vacuous though linguistically acceptable constructions,
such as (110) (which he adapts from Steinthal’s (109)) are possible
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(109) Diese runde Tafel ist viereckig.

(110) Questa tavola rotonda è quadrata.

• Croce’s argument parallels Husserlian separation between nonsense and countersense,

or Carnapian distinction between formation and transformation rules,

or Chomskyan autonomy of syntax;

since you can have (formally) contradictory sentences, i.e.

well-formed constructions violating the laws of avoiding countersense,

logic [the laws of avoiding countersense] must be irrelevant for language, i.e.

for syntactic formation.

• More relevant cases are the following, formally analytic based on classical definitions
of analyticity.

(111) It is raining and it is not raining.

(112) War is war.

Rejecting Croce’s conclusion pragmatically 1

• Gramsci (1975) rejects Croce’s argument, i.e.

argues that language is not illogical;

submits a broader, “pragmatic” vision of language and logic, radically use-dependent;

Croce’s conclusion under this perspective is that there are structures systematically
incompatible with felicitous use;

• Gramsci however observes that (formal) contradictions,

or even syntactically ill-formed constructions [his term is sgrammaticature],

can always be put to felicitous, situated use,

and consequently be “meaningful” [his term is espressive], i.e. not illogical in a wider
sense.

• Gramsci then

accepts Croce’s formal point: Language (as formal system) is illogical (admits
contradictions);

rejects Croce’s “informal” point: Language (as tool in history) is not illogical
(allows felicitous use).

• Croce’s argument is rejected by adopting a broader perspective on language and logic:

more than mere formal systems.
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Rejecting Croce’s conclusion pragmatically 2

• Rejection of Croce’s argument via logicality?

• One may concur that language is not illogical,

even maintaining formal perspective on language and logic;

• Crucial observation here is that, for linguistic purposes, the submitted cases (i.e. 111,
112) are really not contradictory;

• pragmatic modulation (...) can apply to make them informative:

(113) a. It is raining and it is not R+c (raining)
b. It is raining and it is not raining e.g. heavily.

(114) a. War is R+c (war)
b. War is e.g. a horrible event.

whenever there is a possible informative reinterpretation, sentences is acceptable (tri-
viality)

whenever there isn’t a possible informative reinterpretation, the sentence is not accep-
table (L-triviality);

115 and 117 are argued in the literature to be ungrammatical on account of their being
analytic;

• since modulation is limited to lexical items, such structures are unsalvageable, then
ungrammatical:

(115) *There are any cookies.

(116) a. There are any R+c (cookies)
b. *There are any e.g. chocolate cookies.

(117) *There is every student.

(118) a. There is every R+c (student)
b. *There is every e.g. philosophy student.

• So we can conclude that language does not admit analyticities (L-trivialities);

Croce’s argument is rejected by narrowing perspective,

language as formal system which assumes a stricter notion of analyticity.

Common pragmatic core

• In both rejections, contrast comes from role of use:

in Gramsci, radical use (even rescues ill-formed structures, i.e. his sgrammaticature);

in logicality, constrained use (limited to lexical vocabulary).
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